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Introduction 

 

 

This installation is only for computers with graphics cards that have support for NVIDIA CUDA.  The 

targeted system should operate in a Linux environment. Ubuntu 12.10 or above is the preferred 

operating system. 

This installation requires internet connection as many supporting packages are to be downloaded from 

repositories. The binary and source code packages are included in the installation folder. 

This installation manual proceeds with the assumption that no libraries are previously installed in the 

targeted operating system. Thus, all the prerequisites and relevant libraries have been covered 

incrementally. It is also recommended that this installation may be carried out as soon as the operating 

system is installed.  

 

The following are the steps involved in the installation 

 

Step 0  Update of packages and package managers 

Step 1  Installation of graphics driver and CUDA toolkit 

Step 2  Installation of PyCUDA environment 

Step 3  Installation of Random Forest on CUDA for ligand based drug design 

Step 4  Installation of Virtual Screening Module 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Step 0  Update of packages and package managers 

 

In order to get up to date, supported and compatible libraries, it is recommended that the packages and 

version signatures supported for the operating system are updated. The following operations require 

internet connection and an account with superuser privileges. Open a terminal window and enter the 

following commands one after the other. 

 

sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt-get upgrade 

 

To install the synaptic package manager, enter the following line into the terminal window after the 

update and upgrade commands 

 

sudo apt-get install synaptic 

  



Step 1   Installation of graphics driver and CUDA toolkit 

 

It is highly recommended that the NVIDIA graphics driver and CUDA toolkit libraries provided with this 

installation are used. Though different versions of driver software may be available, they do not 

guarantee properly functioning environments. 

 

In order to proceed further, we need to purge and blacklist all previously installed versions of NVIDIA 

and other driver software. Enter the following command into a terminal window. 

sudo apt-get purge nvidia* 

Create a blacklist for existing video drivers in /etc/modprobe.d by entering the following command into 

a terminal window. 

sudo gedit /etc/modprobe.d/blacklist-file-drivers.conf 

A text editor opens up, copy the following lines into the text editor and save the file. 

blacklist nouveau 

blacklist lbm-nouveau 

blacklist amd76x_edac 

blacklist vga16fb 

blacklist rivatv 

blacklist rivafb 

blacklist nvidiafb 

blacklist nvidia-173 

blacklist nvidia-96 

blacklist nvidia-current 

blacklist nvidia-173-updates 

blacklist nvidia-96-updates 

alias nvidia nvidia_current_updates 

alias nouveau off 

alias lbm-nouveau off 

 

The NVIDIA driver provided with this distribution requires the latest version of GCC compiler (4.8), while 

the CUDA toolkit requires GCC 4.7. It is necessary to install both these versions of GCC in the operating 

system. Open a terminal window and enter the following commands one after the other. 

 



sudo apt-get install build-essential gcc-4.7 g++-4.7 

 

sudo update-alternatives --remove-all gcc 

sudo update-alternatives --config gcc 

sudo update-alternatives --install /usr/bin/gcc gcc /usr/bin/gcc-4.7 10 

sudo update-alternatives --install /usr/bin/gcc gcc /usr/bin/gcc-4.8 50 

 

 

Copy the NVIDIA driver file NVIDIA-Linux-x86_64-331.67.run and the CUDA toolkit file 

cuda_6.0.37_linux_64.run from the package folder into the Desktop folder of the system. For the 

installation of graphics driver and CUDA toolkit, all processes using graphics need to be stopped.  

Press Ctrl + Alt + F1 and open to open a CLI terminal. Login to the terminal with the same user 

credentials and enter the following commands. 

 

cd Desktop 

sudo service lightdm stop 

sudo update-alternatives --config gcc           

Choose gcc 4.8 

sudo chmod +x NVIDIA-Linux-x86_64-331.67.run 

sudo ./NVIDIA-Linux-x86_64-331.67.run 

 

Follow the text instructions. Initially, it would give warnings about unsupported distribution. Ignore and 

continue. When the installation is complete, install the CUDA toolkit. 

 

sudo update-alternatives --config gcc           

Choose gcc 4.7 

sudo chmod +x cuda_6.0.37_linux_64.run 



sudo ./cuda_6.0.37_linux_64.run 

 

Follow text instruction. DO NOT install the CUDA driver that comes with the toolkit. 

Reboot the operating system 

sudo reboot 

 

After rebooting open a terminal window and enter the following commands to set the environment 

variables. 

cd ~ 

gedit .bashrc 

Paste the following lines into the window and save it 

############################################## 

if [ -z $LD_LIBRARY_PATH ]; then 

  LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib64:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib:/etc/ld.so.conf 

else 

  LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib64:/usr/local/cuda-

6.0/lib:/etc/ld.so.conf 

fi 

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH 

export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/bin:/usr/local/cuda-6.0 

 

export CUDA_ROOT=/usr/local/cuda-6.0 

############################################### 

 

We might also need to set the path for the superuser by entering the following commands 

 



sudo su 

cd ~ 

gedit .bashrc 

 

Paste the following lines into the window and save it 

############################################## 

if [ -z $LD_LIBRARY_PATH ]; then 

  LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib64:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib:/etc/ld.so.conf 

else 

  LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib64:/usr/local/cuda-

6.0/lib:/etc/ld.so.conf 

fi 

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH 

export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/bin:/usr/local/cuda-6.0 

 

export CUDA_ROOT=/usr/local/cuda-6.0 

############################################### 

 

Now, to check if CUDA is working, open a new terminal window and enter the following commands 

cd ~ 

cd NVIDIA_CUDA-6.0_Samples/0_Simple/matrixMul 

make 

./matrixMul 

If the output is correct and runs without any errors, the CUDA and driver installation is successful. 

  



Step 2  Installation of PyCUDA environment 

 

Python is a necessary prerequisite. All linux distributions come with python. Else, install python 2.7.5+ by 

entering the following command in a terminal window. 

sudo apt-get install python 

 

Install the python pip distribution for python by entering the following command in a terminal window. 

sudo apt-get install python-pip 

 

Now, configure the gcc libraries by entering the following command in a terminal window. 

sudo apt-get install build-essential gcc-4.7 g++-4.7 

cd /usr/bin 

sudo ln -sf gcc-4.7 gcc 

 

Install the following python packages by entering the following commands in a terminal window. 

 

sudo apt-get install python-numpy -y 

sudo apt-get install build-essential python-dev python-setuptools libboost-python-dev libboost-

thread-dev -y 

 

Copy the pycuda-2013.1.1.tar.gz file from the files provided with our installation into the Desktop 

folder. Enter the following commands into a terminal window one after the other 

 

cd ~ 

cd Desktop 

tar xzvf pycuda-2013.1.1.tar.gz  

cd pycuda-2013.1.1/ 



./configure.py --ldflags=-L/usr/local/cuda/lib  

make -j 4 

sudo python setup.py install 

 

This concludes the PyCUDA installation. 

  



Step 3  Installation of Virtual Screening Module 

 

Open a terminal window and install the following prerequisites 

 

sudo apt-get install python-pip 

sudo apt-get install python-sklearn 

 

Copy the dstools folder from the installation package into the Desktop folder, and enter the following 

commands into a terminal window. 

cd ~ 

cd Desktop/dstools 

sudo python setup.py build 

sudo python setup.py install 

 

Open a terminal window and install the following python packages one after the other 

 

sudo pip install nose 

sudo apt-get install python-numpy python-scipy python-matplotlib ipython ipython-notebook python-

pandas python-sympy python-nose 

sudo pip install parakeet 

 

Copy the cudatree folder from the installation package into the Desktop folder, and enter the following 

commands into a terminal window. 

cd ~ 

cd Desktop/cudatree 



sudo LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib64:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib:/etc/ld.so.conf 

PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/bin:/usr/local/cuda-6.0 CUDA_ROOT=/usr/local/cuda-6.0 python 

setup.py build 

 

sudo LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib64:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/lib:/etc/ld.so.conf 

PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/cuda-6.0/bin:/usr/local/cuda-6.0 CUDA_ROOT=/usr/local/cuda-6.0 python 

setup.py install 

  



Step 4  Installation of Virtual Screening Module 

 

Open a terminal window to install the pybel package 

sudo apt-get install python-openbabel 

 

Copy the virtualscreenRF folder from the installation package into the working folder. This folder 

contains the python source code and compiled python modules which can be imported to access all its 

functions. 

The use of all the functions in the VirtualscreenRF package is explained in VirtualscreenRF manual. 

 


